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Mayoral Message
 
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to all delegates to this 18th Annual Conference of the Australian 
Mining History Association. I know the organisers of this conference are excited to be able to host you and 
looking at their programme you will be experiencing some of the most scenic and beautiful parts of New 
Zealand. Waihi is situated in the base and gateway to the Coromandel Peninsula and it has become a must 
visit for people visiting the region.

I’m sure your stay in Waihi will be a memorable one as it is rich in mining history and a visit to the Waihi 
Museum is a must for any mining enthusiast.

Waihi is part of the Hauraki District which covers the Hauraki Plains, Paeroa and the Waihi basin. Although 
the main economic driver is dairying, mining in Waihi still plays a major part in the District’s employment and 
economy and because of Waihi’s mining history it has now become a significant tourist attraction.

Over recent years members of the Waihi community have been working together to look at further economic 
opportunities that would replace the loss of GDP if or when mining is discontinued. A number of projects 
have been considered and are still being investigated, although with the recent further resource consent 
applications by the current mining company I believe mining will continue in Waihi for many years yet.

One of the main projects is a $7-8 million Gold Discovery Centre which will tell the story of gold in Waihi. This 
project is well advanced as resource consents have been granted, and it is still anticipated construction will 
start early next year. It is a very exciting project and will be a great tourist attraction for the area.

This town would not exist if it were not for mining. From the initial discovery of gold by McCombie and Lee in 
1878 and the subsequent development of the Martha mine by William Nichol the town grew as a scattering 
of miners’ huts, then cottages across the bare and uninviting landscapes and surrounding the hill, known 
as Pukewa by the Maori. By the early 20th century the town had gained its own momentum with hotels, 
boarding houses, shops, schools and a hospital. Its 6,500 population engulfed the hill and the mine and led 
to a sprawling collection of dwellings, many on an acre or so of land. It used to be said that Waihi had the 
longest length of streets of any borough in New Zealand, a nightmare for a local body to keep serviced and 
the ratepayer to fund.

By 1909 it was the largest gold mine in New Zealand and the second largest in the southern hemisphere. 
But by 1912 the easy pickings were gone and production was slowing. Then came the strike that paralysed 
the town for six months and led to battles in the streets, ultimately leading to the death of a striker. This 
event, 100 years ago, which you will hear more about at this conference, nearly caused the closure of the 
mine and the death of the town. It also has considerable significance in the history of New Zealand, as from 
it developed a stronger Federation of Labour that grew into a nation-wide political movement ultimately 
gaining government benches in the 1930s.

Despite the setback caused by the strike, the Martha Mine continued to produce gold until 1952 and 
significantly, even then, when the mine closed it was not losing money. The town survived the next thirty 
seven years because of increased manufacturing and the strength of the developed dairy industry. Waihi 
experienced a resurgence with the reopening of the mine as an open pit operation in the late eighties and 
has since gone from strength to strength, not only as a mining town, but by encouraging tourists to visit the 
unique atmosphere of a town with an open pit mine right at its heart. 

Delegates, if time permits I would recommend a ride on the Goldfields Steam Train from Waihi to Waikino. 
Here you can see the remains of the battery that for many years processed all the ore from the Martha mine. 
Then I would hire a bike at Waikino Cafe and cycle the recently completed Hauraki Rail Trail where you will 
experience the magnificent Karangahake Gorge.

Whatever you do, enjoy your time with us, as Waihi is truly the town with a heart of gold.

J P Tregidga, MNZM JP
Mayor
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President’s Foreword
The AMHA Executive welcomes you to Waihi and thanks you for attending the 18th Annual Conference. We 
are pleased to hold standalone mining history conferences in a variety of venues in Australasia and this is the 
second time the conference has been held in New Zealand.

As explained in more detail in this conference booklet, Waihi contains one of the world’s greatest gold mines 
– the Martha Mine. With mining commencing in the early 1880s, a closure period of about 30 years after 1952 
and the resurgence in the 1980s, gold mining in Waihi spans three centuries. 

The introduction of the cyanide process in the 1890s was a turning point for the local gold mines as it resulted 
in significant increases in gold recovery and profitability. 

Newmont Waihi Gold operates the open pit mine and has more recently developed the Favona and Trio 
underground operations. Further underground proposals are currently going through the permitting 
process.

These conferences occur through the significant work of local organizing committees and I thank Philip Hart, 
Doreen McLeod, Sue Baker Wilson, and Jim Crawford. I also thank the local community for their support and 
in particular Newmont Waihi Gold, the Hauraki District Council and other sponsors, whose assistance has 
enabled the organisers to keep the costs for attendees to a low level.

Dr Ruth Kerr, OAM
President AMHA

Cyanide Tanks on Union Hill - Waihi Battery site.

Waihi’s gold mining heritage is very important 
to the town. Today heritage tourism plays a 
significant role in Waihi’s economy.
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Above: Jos Divis postcard. Auckland Weekly News, 1930

Below: Part of Waihi composite, Sept 1911
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Programme

SUNDAY 4th

4.00pm to 5.00pm: Registration at Waihi Memorial Hall.

The Waihi Museum will be open open until 4.00 ($5 charge). And if you go further up Seddon Street from 
the Memorial Hall you can view the open pit mine, and see the Cornish pumphouse that was relocated in 
2006. The Waihi Visitor Centre and Waihi’s Gold Story (upper Seddon St.) are open until 5.00pm (free).

MONDAY 5th

8.30am: Bus leaves Memorial Hall for pre-conference tour. Visit Karangahake goldfield, Coromandel 
Stamper Battery and School of Mines, and Driving Creek tramway. Overnight stay at Coromandel. [To save 
space, please leave large suitcases at Waihi and take only overnight bags.]

TUESDAY 6th

8.00am: Leave for Mercury Bay (where Captain Cook observed the transit of Mercury) and the Broken Hills 
mine.

For those arriving on this day, registration at the Waihi Memorial Hall is from 1.00-4.00. See Sunday details 
about the museum, open pit, and pumphouse.

4.30pm: Gather at Waihi Community Marae for Maori and Mayoral welcomes, followed by hangi meal, and 
a kapa haka performance.

WEDNESDAY 7th

8.50: Welcome by Ruth Kerr, President of AMHA.

Waihi  
Chair: Ruth Kerr

9.00:  Lorrance Torckler, ‘New Discoveries Leveraging Off a Rich Waihi Mining History’.

9.30:  Glen Grindlay, ‘Waihi Mining: Past, Present, and Future’.

10.00:  Morning tea.

Waihi’s History, Geology, and Heritage 
Chair: Peter Bell

10.30:  Philip Hart, ‘Billy Nicholl and the Discovery of the Martha Lode’.

11.00:  Bob Brathwaite, ‘Geologists at Waihi, 1910-1924’.

11.30:  Kit Wilson, ‘On the Move: Re-siting Waihi’s Cornish Pumphouse’.

12.00:  Lunch

12.45:  Visit Union Hill Mine Heritage Site.

3.00:  Afternoon tea
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Mostly Thames 
Chair: Philip Hart

3.30: Neville Ritchie, ‘Ohinemuri: New Zealand’s Most Accessible Historic Mining Area’.

4.00:  Nicole Thorburn, ‘The Impact of the Thames Gold Rush on the Culture and Livelihoods of Local Maori’.

4.30:  David Wilton, ‘Water on the Thames Goldfield: Inputs and Outputs’.

5.00: John Isdale, ‘The Thames School of Mines and Mineralogical Museum Collection’.

5.30: Lloyd Carpenter, ‘Quartz Adventures in a Remote Central Otago Valley’.

7.30:  ‘The Miners of Waihi’, a Waihi Drama Society production (light refreshments provided).

THURSDAY 8th

Trans-Tasman Links 
Chair: Mel Davies

8.30:  Russell Skeet, ‘The Australian and Other Influences on the Development of Gold Saving on the  
  Thames Goldfield’.

9.00:  Ken McQueen, ‘Mercury Mining: A Quick History of Quicksilver in Australia and Even Quicker in  
  New Zealand’.

9.30:  Roger Kellaway, ‘James Gow Black: the “Dunedin Professor” and the Tasmanian Mining Industry’.

10.00:  Morning tea

Mostly Trans-Tasman Links 
Chair: Brian Hill

10.30: Ross Both, ‘ “The Inimitable Mr Thatcher” and Joe Small: Trans-Tasman Songsters on the Goldfields’.

11.00:  Robin McLachlan, ‘ “New Zealand Australia” – Similar, but not the same: Australians and New   
  Zealanders on the Klondike, 1897-1899’.

11.30:  Nic Haygarth, ‘The Original Gordon-Below-Franklin Dispute: BHP and the “Marble Cliffs” ’.

12.00:  Lunch

12.45:  Visit Martha mine, processing plant, and relocated pumphouse.

Victoria and Japan 
Chair: Ann Both

2.30:  Jim Enever, ‘The Buchan Proprietary Company: A Victorian Mining Swindle’.

3.00:   Hiroshi Ichihara, ‘Education and Career Paths of Professional Engineers and their Support Staff  
  in Japanese Coal Mining Companies’.

3.30:  Afternoon tea
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Three Australian States 
Chair: Roger Kellaway

4.00:  Peter Bell, ‘So Much Potential, But So Little Copper: The Mount Cannindah Mine and Smelter’.

4.30:   John Ferguson, ‘W.H. Rands: Pioneer Geologist of Early Queensland’.

5.00:    David Branagan, ‘Two New South Wales Mineral Provinces, Two Faults, and Two Geologists’.

5.30:  Tom Ryan, ‘Blood on the Iron: Demythologising Industrial Conflict in the Pilbara, 1970s-80s’.

6.15: AMHA Executive Meeting

Film Evening 

7.30:  Waihi: Gold Town 1948 (20 minutes); 
  City of Gold [Klondike] (c. 20 minutes); 
  The Golden Gateway: Rail in the Karangahake Gorge (17 minutes).

FRIDAY 9th

8.30am:  Leave for Kauaeranga Valley Visitors’ Centre, Bella Street pumphouse, Thames School of Mines,  
  and A. and G. Price’s Foundry (established 1871).

6.30pm:  AMHA Conference Dinner at Waihi Memorial Hall. 
  Guest Speaker: Brigid Gallagher, ‘My Dirty Past’.

SATURDAY 10th 

[Joint morning session with Labour History Group]

Perspectives on the Strike 
Chair: Neill Atkinson

8.30: Hazel Armstrong and Tom Ryan, ‘Prelude to the Strike? The 1911 New Zealand Royal    
  Commission on Mines’.

9.00:  Mark Derby, ‘The Waihi Strike: Some New Evidence’.

9.30:  Doreen McLeod, ‘Striking a Balance: An Oral History of the Waihi Strike’.

10.00: Morning tea

Experiences and Consequences 
Chair: Ross Both

10.30:   Peter McAra, ‘The 1912 Strike: Casting a Long Shadow over Waihi’.

11.00:  Cybele Locke, ‘Chasing the Scarlet Runners: Women in Waihi’.

11.30: Louise Roche and Alfred Hill, ‘Women’s Voices and Mine Safety’.

12.00:  Lunch
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Queensland, New South Wales - and Colour in Minerals 
Chair: Ken McQueen

12.45:   Book launch.

1.00:  Erik Ekland, ‘An Incident at Mount Morgan: Company and Class Loyalties in a Central    
  Queensland Gold Mining Town, 1883 to 1902’.

1.30:  Adrian Hutton, ‘The Alluvial Gold Rush, Rocky River, New South Wales’.

2.00:  Leonie Knapman, ‘History of Southern Portland Cement Ltd, New Berrima, N.S.W.’

2.30:  Wendy Carter, ‘Johnny Aspinall’.

3.00:    Afternoon tea

3.30:  Annual General Meeting

6.30:   Bus leaves Waihi Memorial Hall for end of conference dinner at Waihi Beach RSA.

SUNDAY 11th

9.00am:  Leave for post-conference tour of rehabilitated Golden Cross mine at the head of the    
   Waitekauri Valley and the Waihi Company’s Waikino battery site, returning to Waihi on the   
  historic railway line.

MONDAY 12th

8.00am: Leave Waihi for exploration of Waiorongomai goldfield, on the slopes of Te Aroha.

“New Ferro-concrete Pneumatic 
Tanks at Waihi Mine. March 1911”.
Waihi Battery site, Union Hill.
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ABSTRACTS

Prelude to the Strike? The 1911 New Zealand Royal Commission on Mines

Hazel Armstrong 
Wellington lawyer specializing in employment law and occupational health and safety, 

and  
Tom Ryan 

University of Waikato

In the first decade of the twentieth century, royal commissions in both Australia and New Zealand sought 
to deal with growing public and political concerns about their mining industries, especially occupational 
health and safety issues. The report of the 1911 New Zealand Royal Commission on Mines was the outcome 
of one of these inquiries, and is an under-utilized source for understanding mining at Waihi immediately 
prior to the 1912 strike. This presentation is based on its narratives from Waihi miners and their union 
representatives, and its data on fatalities, injuries, and industrial illnesses. It also focuses on the system of 
workers’ compensation at Waihi around that time and its significance for industrial relations.

So Much Potential, But So Little Copper: The Mount Cannindah Mine and Smelters

Peter Bell 
Historical Research Pty Ltd

Mount Cannindah in south-eastern Queensland hosts a porphyry copper deposit large enough to be of great 
interest to prospectors, although complex in structure and low in grade. It has been the scene of perpetual 
promise and repeated disappointment during four successive periods of operation spanning 70 years from 
the 1890s to the 1960s. Only one of these episodes was really productive, and then only briefly.  
Many times Mount Cannindah has seemed on the brink of a bright future but has actually produced 
very little copper. It has not been for want of effort and skill: the mine has been operated by experienced 
investors who have engaged the best talent in the industry and installed state-of-the-art technology, but 
somehow miscalculation or sheer bad luck has always defeated their efforts. The road leading to the mine 
site today is called Misfortune Road. 
The story of Mount Cannindah tells us much more about the optimism of mining investors than about metal 
production. The total output was only about 1,000 tons, an amount that Mount Isa and Olympic Dam today 
produce every few house. Since 1965 there has been no copper production, but the ore is once again in the 
advanced stages of exploration and planning for production.

‘The Inimitable Mr Thatcher’ and Joe Small: Trans-Tasman Songsters on the Goldfields

Ross Both 
Formerly of the Economic Geology Department, University of Adelaide, 

and current member of the South Australian Mining Heritage Group.

Entertainers were an integral part of nineteenth century life on the goldfields, with Charles Thatcher and Joe 
Small two of the most popular in both Victoria and New Zealand. Both men had followed the gold rush to 
Victoria in the early 1850s but after early attempts at mining turned to entertaining, writing and performing 
their own songs set to popular tunes of the day. 
Thatcher soon became renowned for his wit and satire, with songs that reflected life on the goldfields, 
recounted local scandals, and mocked authority. One early report commented that ‘if circulated in England 
[his songs] would give a much better idea of life at the goldfields than most of the elaborately written works 
upon them do’. He became known as ‘The Inimitable Mr Thatcher’ and was also dubbed ‘The Colonial 
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Minstrel’. Thatcher’s output of songs was prodigious, with many published in songbooks or as broadsides. 
He has been described as the vocal equivalent of the artist S.T. Gill. His popularity was largely due to the 
topical nature of his songs. Few remain well known today, although a small number have entered the folk 
music genre.  
Small’s songs were less topical and witty. He played the part of a pseudo-Irish comic, identifying with the 
misfortunes of the underdog. His most popular song, ‘The Unfortunate Man’, was a favourite with audiences 
throughout his career, particularly in New Zealand.

Two New South Wales Mineral Provinces, Two Faults, and Two Geologists

David Branagan 
School of Geosciences, University of Sydney

Two quite dissimilar mineral provinces, the Sydney-Gunnedah coal basin and the adjacent metal-bearing 
New England Orogen, are separated by an important fault system, the Hunter–Mooki Thrust. Within the 
New England Orogen two distinctly different regions are separated by another distinctive fault, the Peel 
Fault, marked by the occurrence of serpentinite, and a variety of mineralisation. Study of these fault systems 
owes much to the work of two geologists, W.N. Benson (1885-1957) and G.D. Osborne (1899-1955), who 
wrestled with the tectonic complexities of the region, Benson between 1909 and 1920, and Osborne 
between 1920 and 1950.

Early Geologists at Waihi (1897-1924)

R L (Bob) Brathwaite 
Minerals Geologist, Contractor. GNS Science

The first geological reports on the gold-silver lodes at Waihi were not published until after 1896 (Park, 1897; 
Morgan, 1905; 1924; Lindgren, 1905; Finlayson, 1909; 1910; Bell and Fraser, 1912; Jarman, 1915).  
James Park (1857-1946) was born in Scotland, studied at the Royal School of Mines (RSM), London, joined 
the New Zealand Geological Survey (NZGS) in 1887, was a director of the Thames School from 1889-1896, 
and was Professor of Mining at the Otago School of Mines from 1901 until 1931.  
Percy Morgan (1867-1927) was born in Tasmania just before his family settled in Otago, and graduated 
from Otago University with an MA (1891) and Associate of the Otago School of Mines (AOSM) (1893). From 
1897 until 1905 he was the first director of the Waihi School of Mines, then joining the NZGS, of which 
he was director from 1911 to 1927. In the early 1920s he resurveyed the Waihi district (NZGS bulletin 26) 
to determine the potential for discovering new ore bodies either in depth or lateral to the lodes already 
worked (Morgan, 1924).  
Waldemar Lindgren (1860-1939), one of the giants of economic geology, was a Swedish-American geologist 
who in 1904 noted that the Waihi lodes were hosted by a porphyritic dacite and showed similar features to 
the Tertiary gold-silver veins of the western USA (Lindgren, 1905).  
Alexander Finlayson (1884-1917), born in Otago, gained an MSc and AOSM from Otago. He published papers 
on the geology of Hauraki (1909) and the ore deposits of Waihi (1910) during the time he gained a DSc at 
the Royal School of Mines.  
Bell and Fraser (1912) described the geology and mine development at Waihi in NZGS bulletin 15. James 
Bell (1877-1934) was born in Canada, gained a PhD at Harvard (1904), was director of the NZGS from 1905 
to 1911 and an international mining consultant based in Canada from 1912. Colin Fraser (1875-1944) was 
born in Coromandel, gained an MSc at Auckland University College, and joined the NZGS in 1906. He was 
a consultant geologist based in London from 1911 to 1914 before moving to Melbourne and becoming a 
director of many prominent Australian mining and metal refining companies.  
Arthur Jarman (1887-?) was born in England and was an Associate of the RSM. Whilst professor of Mining 
Engineering at Auckland University College from 1906-1908 he studied the geology of the Waihi Grand 
Junction (Jarman, 1915). 
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Some of these early geologists engaged in controversies over the presence or absence of secondary 
enrichment with depth in the Waihi lodes and whether the host rocks of the Waihi lodes are a sequence of 
lava flows or an intrusive body. 

Quartz Adventures in a Remote Central Otago Valley

Lloyd Carpenter 
University of Canterbury

In the headwaters of Bendigo Creek is the Rise and Shine Basin, a beautiful valley with a confusing pattern 
of sluice scarps, mine shafts and adits, mullock mounds, dry water races, and the detritus of 85 years of 
mining. A comprehensive study of the area’s archaeology and its mining history yields a fascinating farrago 
of mining successes and failures, wild dreams and harsh reality, revealing the Rise and Shine area to be a 
place where a golden fortune remained elusive, but where assorted small groups of miners wrestled with 
an unusual geology, a harsh environment, capriciously patchy gold deposition and, as they did, made this 
remote valley their home for nearly nine decades. This paper surveys the mining industry of the Rise and 
Shine Basin, especially in terms of its remaining archaeology.

Johnny Aspinall

Wendy Carter 
Interested in bush history

Alf Thompson, a prospector in the Eastern Goldfields of Western Australia came across Johnny Aspinall’s 
grave back in 1980, when he was out looking for gold at Hawk’s Nest, west of Laverton. He could read on 
the piece of tin on the grave that Johnny came from Otago and that he had been killed at Hawk’s Nest but 
he could not make out how this had happened as the writing had faded on the piece of tin on this mound 
of red earth surrounded by bush. After five years caring for the grave on subsequent prospecting trips in the 
area and not knowing any newspapers by name, Alf wrote a letter about the grave with the inscription and 
the location to “A Newspaper”, Dunedin, New Zealand. As a result he received a number of letters in a very 
short time and ended up both travelling to meet family members in New Zealand as well as taking them 
out to visit the grave In Western Australia. This presentation looks briefly at the life of the diarist from New 
Zealand to his early death in Western Australia.

The Waihi Strike: Some New Evidence

Mark Derby 
Chair, Labour History Project

In recent years the Waihi museum has acquired a large and unusual cache of primary documents – letters, 
telegrams, reports, and publications – dealing with the Waihi strike. They formed part of the personal 
collection of an Auckland unionist closely involved with the strike from the outset, and include many 
documents not previously cited in any published work. This paper examines the historical significance of this 
collection.
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An Incident at Mount Morgan: Company and Class Loyalties 
in a Central Queensland Gold Mining Town, 1883 to 1902

Erik Eklund 
Monash University

This paper uses the marriage of Mount Morgan general manager, Wesley Hall, as a point of departure to 
explore the forms of company dominance at Mount Morgan. On return from his honeymoon in 1889 both 
the company and the town offered an almost ritualistic public expression of his fine qualities and the loyalty 
of the workers to his wise leadership. The town band played outside his home, and a crowd of thousands 
cheered and applauded the appearance of Wesley Hall on his balcony to thank them for their welcome and 
the band for their music. ‘Loyalty’ is probably the best word to describe the social relationship between the 
company officers and their employees. In this period the company was the focus of allegiance and identity. 
The interests of the masters and those of the men were seen to be in sweet harmony. Capital and labour 
were reconciled, or at least labour had reconciled with capital. 
For the next 12 years, however, this company control was gradually eroded so that company-sponsored local 
parliamentary candidates were challenged in 1899, and ultimately defeated by labor candidates in 1902. 
Using original research and Betty Cosgrove’s excellent thesis on Mount Morgan history, the paper follows 
this shift from company control to class expression.

The Buchan Proprietary Company: A Victorian Mining Swindle

Jim Enever 
Retired mining engineer 

The Buchan Proprietary Company was formed in the 1890s, ostensibly to mine the supposed extensive 
deposits of lead carbonate ore that were imagined to exist in the limestone surrounding the town of Buchan in 
East Gippsland, Victoria. Small pockets of argentiferous galena had been extracted from the limestone from the 
1860s by a succession of companies, without a sustainable operation being established. The 1894 prospectus 
of the Carbonate Gold and Silver Mining Company (the forerunner of the Buchan Company) promised to 
change all this by establishing a major operation based on the mining of the supposedly previously ignored 
lead carbonate ore.  
The face of the new company was Colonel Cecil C. Morgan, an English mining adventurer who had gained some 
notoriety in the USA managing mines in the carbonate belt of Leadville, Colorado, and elsewhere. Morgan had 
come to Australia in 1892 to manage the British Broken Hill mine, but after a relatively short and colourful stay 
there he appeared at Buchan. The next two years were a sorry tale of misappropriation of shareholder funds to 
support his extravagant and erratic lifestyle, with little or no evidence of any substantive mining activity. Events 
finally caught up with Morgan in 1896, resulting in his sudden departure from the country and the winding up 
of the company. Never brought to account, Morgan returned to the USA to continue similar activities. 

W.H. Rands: Pioneer Geologist of Early Queensland

John Ferguson 
Retired agricultural researcher

William Henry Rands (1855 or 1862-1914) arrived in Queensland in 1884 to work within the Department 
of Mines and later as a private consultant. His publications provide a wealth of historical and geological 
information, but his tenure as Government Geologist from 1899 to 1902 was terminated by budget cuts and 
intrigue. Passing away in 1914, still single, he had drifted into obscurity. 
Rands’ career and life were influenced by a youthful Queensland Geological Survey Department and science 
of geology; R.L. Jack and family, his superior, mentor, and friends; the Gympie goldfield, which he ‘put on 
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the map’; and the North Chillagoe – James Duffy Affair, which did him unjustified harm. His legacy includes 
numerous reports, maps and other publications; accurate descriptions of many early mineral fields; a fossil 
collection; an underground dyke at Gympie; and a lonely grave at Toowong. 
Rands was a productive, descriptive field geologist of his era. As Government Geologist, sandwiched 
between two icons (R.L. Jack and B. Dunstan) he appears unspectacular and is barely acknowledged. 
Although he is almost unknown and little is recorded of the private man, this enigmatic character left a 
significant footprint and warrents greater recognition.

Three Centuries of Mining in Waihi

Glen Grindlay 
General Manager, Newmont Waihi Gold

The early goldfields weren’t just about digging underground and raw muscle power. The region became 
known as a centre for innovation, invention and scientific investigation. Waihi fostered the development of 
the cyanide process and refined its technology used to extract gold from low grade ores. This opened up 
new areas for mining that previously had been uneconomic. 
Gold mining in Waihi now spans three centuries. The original Martha underground mine operated until 1952 
but the increasing price of gold created renewed interest and in 1987 the Martha was reopened as an open 
pit operation. Mining returned underground in 2006 with the opening of Favona mine followed by Trio in 
2011.

This paper will briefly summarise the major events leading up to the discovery of gold, the emergence of the 
industry in the nineteenth century and its demise in the middle of the twentieth century, The resurgence of 
the industry in the 1980s will also be covered, as will current plans for the future in Waihi.

Billy Nicholl and the Discovery of the Martha Lode

Philip Hart 
University of Waikato

William Sharman Crawford Nicholl, known to all as Billy, commenced mining at Thames when aged 16. He 
spent the rest of his life almost until his death in 1937 prospecting in several districts in New Zealand as well 
as Fiji and the Klondike, but he only made one major discovery: the Martha lode at Waihi in December 1880. 
But others challenged his claim to have discovered this, especially John McCombie. As both men wrote 
about their prospecting at Waihi, it is possible to compare their accounts and determine who was right. The 
paper also uncovers the identity of Martha, over which there has been much disagreement, and reveals the 
financial reward for a lifetime of prospecting.

The Original Gordon-below Franklin Dispute: BHP and the ‘Marble Cliffs’

Nic Haygarth 
Freelance historian and Research Associate, University of Tasmania

People power stopped development of Tasmania’s lower Gordon River in 1914, almost 70 years before 
the famous Gordon-below-Franklin dam blockade. The proposed development was not a hydro-electric 
dam impoundment but a mine. BHP wanted to quarry one of the jewels of the lower Gordon, the so-called 
‘Marble Cliffs’, for smelting flux. Remarkably, a pro-development Premier from the West Coast mining fields 
vetoed the proposal. However, BHP’s substitute limestone quarry at Melrose, south of Devonport, paid an 
unexpected geological dividend.
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The Alluvial Gold Rush, Rocky River, New South Wales

Adrian Hutton 
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Wollongong

The discovery of payable gold in 1848 and 1851 was a watershed in Australia’s history. The gold rushes that 
followed saw a rapid growth I population and the beginnings of unrest and a push for equality of rights. 
Gold was discovered at Rocky River, a village near the small town of Uralla in the New England area or 
Northern Tablelands of NSW in 1851. The first workings were alluvial ones, soon followed by deep leads 
under the basalt-covered caps of the nearby hills. Later attempts made to discover the veins that produced 
the gold met with little success. Once again, exploration licenses have been issues to look for gold in the 
same areas. 
The alluvial workings were small operations, although some companies were formed and dredging done: 
the Chief Inspector of mines recommended dredging equipment similar to that used in New Zealand. As 
elsewhere, water was a problem, and several lagoons or dams and water races were constructed. 
This presentation will document the workings of the 1850s and 1860s, the move to deep lead mining and 
dredging, and also touch upon social aspects.

Education and Career Paths of Professional Engineers 
and their Support Staff in Japanese Coal Mining Companies

Horishi Ichihara 
Surugadai University

This paper gives an overview of the processes of development and decline of the coalmining industry in 
Japan, with a focus on technological innovation and examining the effects on the duties of engineers and 
other engineering staff who have advanced technological innovation in sections responsible for coal mine 
development, mining, ore dressing, and machinery, and of the differences of their educational backgrounds 
and careers. In Japanese firms, educational background has had a decisive effect on decisions on employee 
job assignments and compensation. Its influence has been stronger in coal mining firms than in other 
industries. This paper will consider the distinctive characteristics of human resource management in 
Japanese coal mining forms, which differ completely from those of Australian mines.

The growth of Japan’s coal mining industry began when the new Meiji Government, established in 1868, 
began developing mines using technologies imported from the West. Coal was an important Japanese 
export throughout the 1920s, with major business groups such as Mitsui and Mitsubishi generating their 
greatest earnings from their coal mining businesses. Beginning in that decade, companies introduced 
new technologies such as the long wall mining method, the coal pick, and the coal cutter to reduce costs 
during the economic slowdown. Thus advanced the modernization of Japanese coal mining. The industry 
began to wane in the latter half of the 1950s as demand in the market was taken over by petroleum, and it 
disappeared at the start of the 21st Century, despite efficiency improvements resulting from technological 
innovation.

The Thames School of Mines and Mineralogical Museum Collection

John Isdale 
New Zealand Historic Places Trust and Thames School of Mines Mineralogical Museum

In 1870, three years after the proclamation of the Thames goldfield and the year before the great 
Caledonian bonanza, the formal collection of minerals began by the Thames Mechanics Institute as an aid to 
gold mining. Economic utility as well as elements of self-improvement, education, and increasing the store 
of knowledge were aspects of the collection’s creation and retention. Donations of samples from successful 
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mines proved a valuable resource for others, showing which ores in the words of the School of Mines’ 
1901 syllabus ‘had been shown to give returns’. As a teaching tool the collection has a focus on mining and 
supporting the teaching of geology.  
The opening of Ohinemuri, with its complex ores, in 1875 made the need for more effective processing even 
more pressing. The 1885 establishment of the Thames School of Mines was part of the effort to address this, 
and the mineral collection moved to the school from the former Mechanics Institute. In the late nineteenth 
century it was the largest school of mines in New Zealand, and the collection grew to such an extent that in 
1900 a dedicated museum was built to house it. 
As mining declined in the twentieth century, the collection continued to support gold mining, including at 
Waihi. When the school closed in 1954 the mineral museum continued under the control of the borough 
council. By 1958 a modest revival of interest in gold mining saw a Canadian mining company based in the 
school buildings. Eventually this revival saw base metal mining at Te Aroha, silver on Great Barrier Island 
and at Maratoro, and gold at Waihi; the collection reflects this work and the ‘rock hound’ era of the later 
twentieth century. After the Historic Places Trust took over the school and its mineral collection in 1979 
the focus has been on maintaining the buildings, not adding to the collection, which today is an authentic 
nineteenth century mineralogical collection housed in New Zealand’s best-preserved museum.

James Gow Black: The ‘Dunedin Professor’ and the Tasmanian Mining Industry 

Roger Kellaway 
University of Tasmania

In 1871, James Gow Black (DSc Edinburgh) was appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy at the University 
of Otago. This post was partly funded by the Provincial Government to apply science to issues important to 
the province’s economy. By the mid 1880s, Black had established a trans-Tasman reputation by taking the 
training of miners beyond the formal Schools of Mines into the gold mining townships scattered throughout 
New Zealand. This introduction to mining life took him into deeper involvement with the industry. While his 
principal academic interests were in mineralogy and the chemistry of ore deposits, he became increasingly 
involved in preparing material for company prospectuses and was an active investor. 
This paper assesses Black’s interaction with the Tasmanian mining industry during four visits to Tasmania. 
The first, in the summer of 1889, was to investigate mining and smelting processes that could be applied 
to the recently discovered tin deposits on Stewart Island. The interaction in this case was actually a two-
way process, as Tasmanian prospectors had been there before the finds were made public. The second 
and longest trip was to Zeehan in the summer of 1891-2, his main legacy being his involvement in the 
establishment of the School of Mines. His third and fourth trips, in the summers of 1902 and 1903, involved 
experimental work on the Mersey oil shale. The presence of numerous New Zealand expatriates, often 
former students from the Otago School of Mines, was revealed during his work in Tasmania.

History of South Portland Cement Ltd, New Berrima, New South Wales

Leonie Knapman 
Author and historian

The growth of a country, especially its infrastructure, can be measured by the amount of concrete it uses. 
New Berrima, in the Southern Highlands, has been an important cement manufacturing centre since 1927. 
When Southern Portand Cement’s first kiln was fired in May 1929, it was expected, correctly, to bring a blaze 
of prosperity to New Berrima. This company, now Boral Cement Berrima, continues to bring wealth to the 
district. 
Geographically, New Berrima was ideal, and it had large quantities of shale, coal leases nearby, and the 
foundations of an old railway line through the worksite. A permanent supply of water was only 1.5km away, 
and a plentiful supply of limestone was available at Marulan. Canberra, to the south, had no other supplier, 
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and its plant could meet demands in other parts of the state. As Canberra grew, so did the demand for 
cement, and such massive projects as Warragamba dam, the Snowy Mountains Scheme, the Sydney Opera 
House, and interstate freeways all required SPC cement. 
This paper traces the history of the plant from the first five kilns to the building of kiln no. 6, which 
introduced dry process technology.

Chasing the Scarlet Runners: Women in Waihi

Cybele Locke 
Victoria University (and once played for a social netball team called the Scarlet Runners)

The women of Waihi played an active and innovative part in the 1912 strike, often stepping well beyond the 
accepted bounds of female behaviour for that period. Some, known by the admiring name of the ‘scarlet 
runners’, acted as covert couriers for the strikers, often at considerable personal risk. This paper examines 
the place of women in Waihi during the most tumultuous events in the town’s history.

The 1912 Strike: Casting a Long Shadow over Waihi

Peter McAra 
Writer and part-time lecturer at the University of Wollongong

This paper is based on my childhood memories of Waihi in the 1940s. My grandfather worked at the 
battery during the 1912 strike and my father often mentioned the strike, which had huge and long-lasting 
implications for the local community. During my early years at school we learnt not to associate with kids 
whose families still wore the scab label. By contrast, we were required to be ‘good mates’ with the children 
on the men who were on ‘our side’. I suspect some kids grew up feeling outcasts – everyone knew they were 
tainted by their parents’ past.

“New Zealand Australia” – Similar, but not the same: 
Australians and New Zealanders on the Klondike, 1897-1899

Robin McLachlan 
Charles Sturt University and Times Past Productions

‘New Zealand Australia’ was the home address recorded by a Mountie for two New Zealanders, for to him, 
‘New Zealand? Australia? What’s the difference?’ The Australians and New Zealanders who went to the 
Klondike did have much in common, sharing a British imperial heritage and coming from societies shaped by 
gold mining. Their letters home are at times so similar as to be indistinguishable. 
Yet the Klondike Rush reveals some telling differences between Australians and New Zealanders. Some are 
perhaps not surprising, such as the comparative indifference with which the larger nation regarded the 
opinion of the smaller. Other differences are more curious, such as the disparity in the numbers of women 
and professional boxers, while the relative numbers of indigenous prospectors perhaps reveals another 
order of difference. There are as well differences in collective behaviour that eye witnesses ascribed to 
national character, one party being considered especially troublesome. 
Did the practicalities of the Klondike, however, override the peculiarities of national differences? An 
overarching question to be explored is whether they were drawn together when their combined numbers 
were overwhelmed by the American presence. The answer reveals an occasional trans-Tasman ‘pulling 
together’ – but nothing to write home about.
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Striking a Balance: An Oral History of the Waihi Strike

Doreen McLeod 
Waihi’s Gold Story Manager, Newmont Waihi Gold

One of the most significant events in the history of Waihi was the bitter May-December 1912 miners’ strike. 
In 2005 Newmont Waihi Gold initiated and funded the Waihi Heritage Vision Oral History Project to record 
the memories of elderly former miners and their families. Over the years descendents of families have been 
reluctant to talk about the strike and the conflict and political upheaval that resulted. Recently, however, 
we have been recording ‘subject specific’ anecdotal evidence that focuses on recollections of the strike and 
responses to it. These stories have given us an insight into how society memorializes an event. During the 
strike there were many accusations from both sides. Some saw police actions as heavy handed, some said 
the strikers were taking the law into their own hands, while others said the mining company had inflamed 
the situation.  
Much has been written and analysed over the last 100 years. This presentation does not attempt an in depth 
analysis. This is the story of the strike as related by the descendants of families who were involved in the 
event in some way. It’s the story they were told, and which they now retell. The interviews have uncovered 
divergent stories of the same event, but it has become obvious that no one involved, whether strikers, 
‘scabs’, or police, were lily white. 

Mercury Mining: A Quick History of Quicksilver 
in Australia and Even Quicker in New Zealand

Ken McQueen 
University of Canberra

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries there were optimistic attempts to mine mercury in Australia 
and New Zealand, but despite the strong demand production was minor, largely due to the characteristics 
of the mercury deposits and the niche nature of the mercury market. Labour costs, metallurgical difficulties, 
and the eventual phasing out of mercury use were also detrimental factors.  
Mercury was first discovered in Australia in 1841 near the Cudgegong River in central New South Wales, 
and the first attempts at mining took place there in 1869. In 1872 cinnabar was discovered at Kilkivan in 
Queensland, and Samuel and William Hester, experienced miners who had worked in the mercury mines of 
California, together with W.H. Eldred conducted successful mining and retorting there in 1874-6 and 1891-2, 
producing 13,664lb of mercury. More discoveries were later made in northern New South Wales, but the 
elaborate furnace-retort constructed at Pulganbar in 1912 was a complete failure. 
In New Zealand, mercury was first detected near Lake Omapere, in Northland, in 1870, mining taking place 
briefly place in 1895. After 1929 a plant at Ngawha obtained about 42,000lb from mercury bearing hut mud. 
From 1910 to 1934 intermittent cinnabar mining at Puhipuhu produced about 36,300lb. The only other 
operational mine was at White Rocks, in the Karangahake gorge.  
During World War II mining revived in both Australia and New Zealand, prompted by the need for mercury 
for detonators and primers. The reopened Puhipuhi mine was considered so important that it was to be 
destroyed in the event of a Japanese invasion.

Ohinemuri: New Zealand’s Most Accessible Historic Mining Area

Neville Ritchie 
Department of Conservation

The Ohinemuri goldfield is one of the three sub-fields (Coromandel, Thames, and Ohinemuri) which make 
up the Hauraki goldfield. It was the last of these fields to be opened in the 1870s, but proved to be by far 
the most productive, both historically and in modern times as evidenced by the on-going Newmont Gold 
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operation at Waihi. 
Despite its limited geographical extent – basically the catchment of the Ohinemuri River and in particular 
the hills on either side of the Karangahake Gorge between Paeroa and Waihi – the area has some great 
advantages for mining heritage tourism. It is close to three major population centres (Auckland, Hamilton, 
and the Bay of Plenty); State Highway 2 between the Waikato and the Bay of Plenty cuts through its centre 
via the Karangahake Gorge; and it has some spectacular historic mining remains, especially in the vicinity of 
Karangahake. Consequently the historic hard rock mines of Ohinemuri are New Zealand’s most accessible 
and most visited. 
This presentation highlights some of the main attractions and recent developments which have further 
increased their accessibility, appeal, and educative value to mining enthusiasts and visitors.

Women’s Voices and Mine Safety

Louise Roche 
Daughter of Stanley Roche, author of The Red and the Gold, an Informal Account of the Waihi Strike, 

and 
Alfred Hill

Stanley Roche published The Red and the Gold, an Informal Account of the Waihi Strike in 1984. This book 
breathed new life into the popular understanding of the strike by portraying the strike as a personal as well 
as a political event. From listening to and recording the voices of the people who experienced the strike as 
children, Roche developed the view that history is unreal unless it includes details of day-to-day domestic 
life, including women’s roles. This paper will trace the research that led Roche to challenge the commonly 
held view of the women of Waihi as strikebreakers. It will also critically examine the role played by modern 
day mining companies and unions in ensuring the safety of miners and by association that of their ‘wives, 
mothers, and sweethearts’.

Blood on the Iron: Demytholigising Industrial Conflict in the Pilbara, 1970s-80s

Tom Ryan 
University of Waikato

A generation ago the Pilbara iron ore industry registered in the Australian consciousness for just two 
reasons: first, its dramatic shift from zero to major player in the West Australian economy; and second, its 
unprecedented levels of industrial conflict, said to be 25 times greater than the wider Australian mining 
sector. In the late 1980s, the corporations hit back hard; in several areas they created union-free zones, 
and everywhere they seriously undermined union power. By the 1990s, in both scholarly literature and the 
minds of many Pilbara residents, the iron ore workers were represented as authors of their own misfortune. 
The popular myth was, and probably still is, that their strikes were too often over such irrational issues as ice 
cream, duck d l’orange, and toothpicks! 
Based on my own 1970s experiences as a worker and union secretary in a large Pilbara mine, I suggest 
an alternative scenario. I do not recall any union launching industrial action on such silly pretexts; usually 
disputes were about wages or conditions, or in direct response to stand-downs by the company during 
its dispute with another union. A persistent memory, moreover, is of workers’ outbursts of anger at the 
growing list of accidental deaths and injuries – and at the employer’s perceived failure to deal with these 
tragedies. There was a strong correlation between high levels of, on the one hand, workplace deaths and 
injuries, and on the other, worker and union activism. A distaste for spilled blood, rather than a taste for fine 
food, is the spectre haunting my counter-scenario.
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The Australian and Other Influences on the Development of Gold-Saving 
on the Thames Goldfield

Russell Skeet 
Part time researcher, writer, tour guide, and over time an office holder in every heritage group in Thames.

The development of the Thames goldfield was a remarkable achievement, not least for its engineering and 
technological development. Victorian assistance facilitated the spectacular construction over a relatively 
short time of a dynamic and relatively complex industrial capacity. 
Enchanted with hopes of easy and quick riches, miners flocked to Thames after it opened on 1 August 
1867. And with them, unrecognized by history, but equally important, came the legions of supporters, 
foremost amongst them the engineers. Some had worked in the far-flung reaches of empire, often with a 
finely honed and pragmatic approaches to finding engineering solutions imparted from recent experience 
on the Victorian goldfields. And sales reps and company owners from Victorian engineering firms studied 
conditions at Thames and readied themselves for a business opportunity that would, in a very short time, be 
ripe for exploiting. 
This presentation explores the coming together of hard-working pick and hovel miners, speculative and 
entrepreneurial capitalists, and nuts and bolts engineers to create one of the most exciting bonanza 
goldfields seen in New Zealand, with gold to rival anything found elsewhere in the world. It will also reveal 
something of the personalities involved and the constructions they facilitated.

The Impact of the Thames Gold Rush on the Culture and Livelihoods of Local Maori

Nicole Thorburn 
University of Waikato 

The middle of the nineteenth century was a time of immense change for Maori of the Hauraki and 
Coromandel area. As the discovery of gold brought thousands of prospective European diggers to the 
region, local iwi showed leadership and agency in adapting to the challenges of the gold fields. Unlike 
previous histories of Thames, which have sometime sought to push Maori involvement on the gold fields 
to the background, this paper sets out to bring the social and economic ingenuity of Hauraki Maori into the 
spotlight.

New Discoveries Leveraging Off a Rich Waihi Mining History

Lorrance Torckler 
Geology Manager, Newmont Waihi Gold

The discovery of gold at Waihi saw the development of an epithermal gold silver vein deposit that still 
stands as New Zealand’s largest gold mine. The Waihi mine produced 4.9Moz of gold and 20Moz of silver 
over a 70-year period to 1952. As a world class deposit it attracted significant scientific interest that was well 
documented during its life, and these early reports, combined with the carefully drafted mine plans, many 
of which we still have due to the foresight of some enterprising individuals when the mine closed, have 
enabled us to reconstruct the geology, structure and distribution of gold and silver bearing ore with state of 
the art 3D modelling software. These models have provided keys to help unlock the geology and resource 
potential of the greater Waihi vein field, and have contributed to the reopening of the Martha mine as an 
open pit and the subsequent discoveries of Favona, Trio, and more recently Correnso.
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On the Move: Re-siting Waihi’s Cornish Pumphouse

Kit Wilson 
External Affairs Co-ordinator, Newmont

Waihi’s Cornish pumphouse was built in 1904 to house steam engines and pumping equipment to dewater 
the Martha mine. Within a decade electricity arrived and the pumphouse was decommissioned, but kept in 
good working order until 1929. In the early 1930s the building was stripped of its machinery, and remained 
derelict until the closure of the mine in 1952. When the Martha reopened as an open pit operation in 1987 the 
mining licence contained a condition that required its owners to take all necessary precautions to protect the 
pumphouse. By 2005 it was clear that this 1840-tonne reinforced concrete structure was tilting dangerously. 
Experts advised that the only practicable way to save the building was to move it. This paper details the 
relocation project as the building was cut from its foundations and slid over 300 metres towards its new home. 
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From Coromandel to Te Puke, the region has been associated with gold mining for more than 150 
years. Thames, Karangahake, Waikino, Kuaotunu and many other areas nearby were sites of gold 
mines and stamper batteries. Many of the roads throughout the region started out as pack tracks 
and mining trails. Today, little evidence of historical mining remains, apart from a few foundations 
and rusting machinery on deserted sites and the displays in museums such as those at Thames, 
Waihi and Waikino, where the old Victoria Battery is open to the public.

 The First Era 1878 - 1952

1878  John McCombie and Robert Lee discovered gold at Pukewa (Martha Hill), 26 years after New   
 Zealand’s first gold discovery at Kapanga Creek, Coromandel in 1852.
1879  William Nicholl pegged a five acre claim over the diggings of McCombie and Lee and named his claim  
 Martha after a relative. Underground mining commenced.
1882  The first stamper battery began operation.
1890  The Waihi Gold Mining Company Ltd of London purchased the Martha Mine.
1894  The Waihi Gold Mining Company adopted the cyanide process for gold extraction.
1897 Construction of the Victoria Battery at Waikino commenced. Waihi School of Mines was established.
1904  Cornish Pumphouse construction was completed at Martha Mine.
1912  Waihi Miners’ strike took place from May to November.
1913  The Waikato River’s first hydro-electric power station was built at Horahora by the Waihi Gold Mining  
 Company to supply power to the Victoria Battery and the Martha Mine.
1947  Waihi School of Mines closed.
1952  Martha Mine closed.

During its life the underground Martha Mine produced 5.6 million oz of gold and 38.4 million oz of silver 
from 11,932,000 tonnes of ore. For 70 years Martha was mined, employing a work force averaging 600 
people. The underground workings extended to a depth of about 600m. 
In the 1970s the increasing gold price sparked renewed interest in gold mining at Waihi.

 The Second Era 1976 - 2003

1976  Waihi Mining & Development (Mineral Resources and Green & McCahill) obtained a Prospecting   
 Licence on Martha Hill.
1987  Mining Licence was granted and Water Rights were issued. Construction activities commenced.
1988  15th May: First gold pour took place. 15th June: The official opening of the new Martha Mine.
1998  Resource Consents were granted to extend mine life. October: The one millionth ounce of gold was   
 poured from the Martha operation.
2002  Newmont Mining Corporation became the owner of the Martha Mine.

 The Third Era 2003 - Present

2003  Resource Consents were granted for Favona Underground Exploration Decline.
2004  November: Favona portal opened.
2006  January: Cornish Pumphouse relocation project strengthening and earthworks began. September:   
 Stability cutback began. November: Cornish pumphouse relocated. Favona ore extraction began.
2008  Twentieth anniversary and 2Moz produced.

Gold in Waihi - Spanning Three Centuries.
Newmont Waihi Gold brochure, Waihi’s Gold, 2012.
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Waihi Past & Present
By Tom Morgan, 1962

Martha Open Cut
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Hot Water - Rich Reefs
Phil Moore and Neville Ritchie, Coromandel Gold: 

A guide to the historic goldfields of the Coromandel Peninsula 
(Palmerston North, Dunmore Press, 1996), pp 21 - 27

Early geological studies of the gold-bearing quartz reefs and enclosing rocks on the Coromandel 
goldfields led to differing opinions as to the origin of the rich ore deposits. Some geologists believed 
the gold and silver were deposited from ‘descending waters’ (basically mineralised groundwater), 
others insisted the precious metals were left behind by ‘ascending waters’ originating from deep 
within the Earth’s crust.

It is now generally accepted that the majority of mineral deposits in ancient volcanic regions such as 
Coromandel Peninsula, are the product of ascending hydrothermal (= hot water) fluids. These fluids 
are mainly formed when large bodies of molten rock, or magma, located some 5-10 kilometres 
below the Earth’s surface, rise up through the crust and heat the water contained within pores and 
cracks in the enclosing rocks. As the magma rises and slowly cools, some gases and liquids separate 
out from it and interact with the water derived from the surrounding rocks. These hot mineralised 
fluids, at temperatures of perhaps 500°C, then migrate up towards the surface along faults and 
fractures in the crust, and some eventually reach it, forming hot springs and sinter deposits on or 
around the margins of volcanoes.

The likely origin of many 
Coromandel gold-silver deposits.
A: During the formation of a volcanic 
cone (usually composed of andesite 
or dacite), magma may be fed from a 
reservoir situated within 4-5 kilometres 
of the surface – an offshoot (termed 
a stock) from a much larger magma 
chamber located at greater depth. 
This heats the enclosing rocks and 
hot, mineralised water, largely derived 
from pores and cracks in these rocks, 
then rises up along faults and fractures 
beneath the volcano, some of it possibly 
reaching the surface to form hot springs 
and fumaroles. Various minerals are 
deposited along the open faults and 
fractures as the rising waters cool.
B: Once the volcano has become extinct it is quickly eroded, revealing the gold and silver-bearing quartz reefs formed 
along old faults and fractures within the volcanic cone. However, some sinter deposits, marking the site of former hot 
springs, could be sufficiently resistant to erosion to survive almost intact.
Eventually the volcanic cone may be completely removed by erosion, exposing reefs formed at much deeper levels 
within the underlying sedimentary or volcanic rocks (e.g. Coromandel area). In extreme cases the roof of the old 
magma reservoir, or stock, could also be exposed at the surface, as some stocks may have formed less an 1-2 
kilometres below the surface.

The hydrothermal solutions are thought to inherit a wide variety of metals and other constituents, 
such as sulphur and carbon dioxide, from the magma, while additional elements such as aluminium 
and silicon are probably largely derived from the enclosing rocks. In migrating towards the surface 
these highly mineralised fluids may then mix with cold groundwater, or boil (due to release 
of pressure) and, as a result, deposit quartz, calcite and other minerals along the walls of open 
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Weathering and erosion of quartz reefs often 
produces significant changes in their mineral 
composition.  As a result of oxidation of the ore, an 
iron oxide-rich gossan may form at the surface while 
below ground some minerals are leached out and 
redeposited below the water table, forming a zone 
of secondary enrichment.  This may contain a much 
higher concentration of copper, silver and other 
metals than the original (primary) ore.

Features of a typical quartz reef.  Most of the gold and silver produced from 
the Coromandel goldfields was obtained from richer patches within the reef 
known as ore shoots, or highly enriched pockets termed bonanzas.

channels. The type and proportion of minerals deposited is 
dependent mainly on temperature and pressure. At depths 
of 200-1,000 metres below the surface, and temperatures of 
200-300°C, sulphides of copper, lead, zinc, iron and silver may 
be precipitated along with some gold, whereas nearer the 
surface antimony and mercury sulphides, as well as gold and 
silver, may be deposited at temperatures of about 100-200°C. 
Hence a distinct zonation is seen in some hydrothermal ore 
deposits, with different minerals occurring at different depths.

On many of the Coromandel goldfields this primary depth 
zonation was complicated by erosion and weathering of the 
quartz reefs, which resulted in oxidation and leaching out of 
the primary ore minerals and their redeposition, in a different 
form, above or below the water table. The effect of this, in 
some cases, was to concentrate the relatively immobile gold 
near the surface, and form an enriched zone of ‘secondary’ 
sulphides at a lower level. It is hardly surprising, then, that 
initial assays of samples from many exposed quartz reefs 
gave spectacular results, and that gold values often declined 
dramatically at depth.

This was not always the case, however, because the gold and silver were not evenly distributed 
throughout the quartz reefs in the first place. Often the gold was concentrated in certain sections 
of the reefs known as ore shoots; exceptionally rich shoots, or richer parts of them, were referred 
to as bonanzas. Such shoots probably represent the main channels along which the hydrothermal 
solutions ascended towards the surface. They varied considerably in shape and size, but many were 
elongate-oval in outline and oriented in a vertical or steeply inclined position within the reef. A few 
ore shoots, such as those at Karangahake, extended for up to 700 metres in depth.

The rising hydrothermal fluids also caused widespread alteration of the surrounding volcanic rocks, 
particularly the older andesites and dacites. These were mineralised too, to varying degrees (pyrite 
or ‘fool’s gold’ being the main mineral), and in some areas their composition and appearance was 
changed to such an extent that early geologists gave them a separate name – propylite. It was these 

altered rocks, often stained 
yellow by the presence of 
jarosite (an iron sulphate 
mineral), that provided early 
prospectors with an indication 
of the whereabouts of gold-
bearing quartz reefs.

Virtually all of the gold and 
silver produced from the 
Coromandel goldfields came 
from quartz veins (the more 
significant of which were 
usually termed reefs or lodes), 
and in the past century a great 
deal has been learned about 
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their mineral, but other sulphides such as marcasite, galena, sphalerite and stibnite are important 
constituents locally. Manganese and iron oxides commonly occur in the upper, oxidised parts of the 
quartz reefs.

Very little ‘pure’ gold has been found on Coromandel Peninsula, and most of it occurs in the form 
of electrum a natural alloy containing at least 20 per cent silver. The electrum is usually distributed 
as very fine particles throughout the quartz veins, or found in close association with pyrite and 
other base metal sulphides. In some cases it is actually contained within the sulphide minerals, thus 
requiring find grinding of the ore in order to ‘release’ the gold. Some gold is also combined with 
tellurium and selenium, which cause considerable problems in the processing of the ore.

Native silver has rarely been seen either, and in general the silver occurs in the form of sulphides, 
particularly argentite. A fact which is often overlooked in describing the Coromandel ‘goldfields’ is 
that the ore frequently contained more silver than gold – in some areas up to 15 times the amount, 
although the overall gold to silver ratio was about 1:4. Curiously, ore deposits in the southern part 
of the region (e.g. Waihi, Karangahake) tended to be richer in silver than those in the Thames and 
Coromandel districts, a spatial distribution as yet unexplained.

One aspect which remains the subject of some debate is the timing of mineralisation. Although 
the majority of gold-bearing quartz veins are found within the older, andesitic and dacitic volcanic 
rocks of the peninsula, which were erupted between 20 million and 10 million years ago, others 
occur in the overlying rhyolites, known to range in age from about 10 million years to two million 
years old. The latter are largely confined to eastern parts of the region. A few quartz reefs also 
cut across the ancient sedimentary basement rocks of the peninsula – the greywacke, particularly 
in northern parts of the peninsula. Hence it seems likely there were two main periods of vein 
information – an earlier one in the north and 
west, prior to about 10 million years ago, 
and a later episode primarily in the east and 
south, between five and eight million years 
ago, reflecting the general shift in volcanism 
southward over time.

Recently it has been discovered that gold 
and silver are being deposited in some of the 
active thermal areas of the Rotorua-Taupo 
region, in the central North Island. These 
modern geothermal fields have much in 
common with the gold-bearing reef systems 
of Coromandel Peninsula, and information 
obtained from studies in the central volcanic 
region has led to a better understanding of 
the Coromandel goldfields, their origin, and 
reasons for their particular characteristics. 
Consequently the Coromandel goldfields 
are now regarded simply as extinct thermal 
areas, from which several hundred metres of 
rock have been removed by erosion over the 
past few million years.
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Hills of Hidden Treasure
Moore and Ritchie, pp 11 - 19

Exactly when the very first discovery of gold was made on Coromandel Peninsula, and by whom, 
has not been established with any certainty. Some say that sailors noticed a glint of gold at Preece’s 
Point, Coromandel Harbour, as early as 1820. Other sources refer to finds near Te Aroha around 
1838-1840, and at Thames possibly before 1840. Gold is also reported to have been found in the 
Coromandel area in 1842 by a member of the trading settlement established by William Webster in 
the 1830s on Whanganui (Beeson’s) Island.

At the time, none of these reports attracted much attention. However, early in 1852 some of 
the leading citizens of Auckland, perturbed at the steady stream of departures for the Australian 
goldfields, and mindful of the economic benefits of a local field, decided to offer a reward for the 
discovery of payable gold within easy reach of Auckland. They offered £100, but there were no 
takers. In October the reward was increased to £500, and within a week Charles Ring claimed he 
had found gold at Coromandel.

The Coromandel Goldrushes

In the late 1840s Charles Ring and his brother Frederick had been engaged in sawmilling at 
Coromandel, and knew the area well. They subsequently travelled to the United States to try their 
luck on the Californian goldfields, and upon their return to Coromandel in October 1852 Charles and 
Frederick immediately set about prospecting. On 15 October they found what they were looking 
for – a few golden flakes in their pan.

Within a short time of announcing the strike – regarded as the first official discovery of gold in New 
Zealand – up to 300 diggers rushed to the area in search of auriferous alluvial deposits along the 
creeks and streams. Possible conflict with the local Maoris was avoided when their chief, Horeta 
Te Taniwha, declared himself in favour of the gold being dug. Other chiefs, of lands to the south, 
were not so keen but, after considerable discussion, an area of 16 square miles around Coromandel 
Harbour/Waiau Valley was made available for mining for a period of three years. However, the 
miners soon became disgruntled over new regulations and poor returns, while the local Maoris 
became increasingly resentful over the failure of some prospectors to honour the agreement. By 
April 1853 only 13 men were still working in the area, and less than £1,200 worth of gold had been 
won.

Apart from an occasional fossicker, the Coromandel field lay deserted until October 1861, when 
the discovery of Scott’s Reef re-kindled interest – and Maori opposition. Despite the lack of any 
agreement over mining rights prospectors began to arrive, again seeking alluvial gold. In May 1862 
a second gold-bearing reef was located, and a month later the local Maoris finally agreed to open 
up additional areas for mining. As soon as Coromandel was proclaimed a goldfield, on 28 June 1862, 
more than 100 miners proceeded to the Driving Creek area, which had previously been forbidden 
territory.

Some enjoyed moderate success, but extracting the gold from quartz reefs proved difficult and 
expensive, and beyond the resources of most. Although a few persisted, many miners departed in 
1863 to participate in the Waikato wars, and with only one claim showing any real promise (producing 
over £7,000 worth of gold by May 1864), attention then turned to the south – to Thames.
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The Thames Bonanzas

Although local Maoris had, it seems, founded gold in the Karaka Stream in 1864, the Ngati Maru chiefs 
were strongly opposed to leasing any land for mining. Over the next three years the government 
agent, James Mackay, continued to ‘negotiate’ with the Maori leaders until, in July 1867, they finally 
agreed to open up an area of less than four square miles to prospectors. A proclamation declaring 
the area as a goldfield was made on 30 July 1867 and a minor rush, involving about 40 diggers, 
immediately ensued.

Initial results were very disappointing as the diggers sought alluvial gold, of which there was little 
to be found. However, one prospector, George Clarkson, panned some wiry gold from the mouth of 
Kuranui Stream, and decided to investigate further. On 10 August 1867 Clarkson, accompanied by 
J.E. White and William Hunt, proceeded upstream to a small waterfall, where a speck of gold was 
seen shining in the rock face. They had stumbled across a major bonanza!

Upon the announcement of this discovery (on the Shotover claim), there was a rush to the Kuranui 
Valley. By the end of August other auriferous quartz reefs had been located in adjoining areas, and 
within a few months the Thames foothills were alive with activity. As at Coromandel, however, few 
individuals had any experience in quartz mining, nor possessed the necessary equipment. They 
soon overcame such difficulties.

In December 1867 there were as many as 5,000 men working in the hills, and by August 1868 – just 
one year after the first big strike – the population of Thames had climbed to around 18,000. It was 
a boom town. Another rich reef had been discovered on the Manukau claim in January, stamper 
batteries were being erected at a rapid rate, and gold production soared, with the Shotover Mine 
alone yielding some 12,000 ounces of bullion in just three weeks. By late 1868, though, the initial 
rush was over and many miners had departed.

During 1868-1870 larger companies gradually took control of the goldfield and production rapidly 
increased. Then, late in 1870, came the biggest discovery of all – the Caledonian bonanza, which 
contained one of the highest concentrations of gold ever recorded in New Zealand. On little over 
a year the Caledonian Mine yielded almost 140,000 ounces, valued at almost £1.2 million. But the 
Caledonian bonanza was soon exhausted and, although other rich ore bodies were located during 
the 1870s, the Thames goldfield went into a slow but steady decline.

Opening up the Ohinemuri

In 1868 the Thames goldfield was officially extended as far south as Hikutaia, and since prospectors 
expected the Ohinemuri area (essentially the Ohinemuri River catchment) would be opened up 
shortly thereafter, a tent camp of some 500 diggers spawned near present-day Paeroa. However, 
the local Maori chiefs were emphatically opposed to mining in the area, and almost six years 
elapsed before and agreement could be secured – by rather devious means – by the Goldfields 
Commissioner, James Mackay.

The Ohinemuri district was formally declared a goldfield on 3 March 1875. Up to 900 diggers 
immediately spread over the countryside, initially pegging claims around Karangahake Mountain 
where gold had earlier been discovered by John Thorp and party in 1868. Once again the scarcity 
of alluvial gold proved a major disappointment, and by April the Karangahake area was virtually 
deserted. However, some promising quartz reefs were located in the Waitekauri Valley, and at 
Owharoa. The Waihi area was also prospected during 1876, without any payable gold being found.

It was not until 1878 that anyone took much interest in the prominent quartz outcrop on Pukewa 
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(Martha) Hill at Waihi. John McCombie and Robert Lee tunnelled into the reef for several months, but 
despite finding gold they were unable to secure any financial backing and temporarily abandoned 
their claim. However, when William Nichol ‘rediscovered’ the reef a year or so later, he was so 
impressed with the indications of gold that he immediately staked a claim, naming it the Martha. 
Within a matter of months sufficient bullion had been extracted to demonstrate the Martha Reef 
was an economic prospect, and by 1880 there were workings all along it.

Meanwhile, mining had been under way for some time at Owharoa, and in the Waitekauri Valley 
where some good ore was obtained initially. At Karangahake, on the other hand, all activity had 
ceased by 1877, and the area remained practically deserved until March 1882, when several gold-
bearing reefs were discovered on Karangahake Mountain. A new rush ensued, and many claims were 
pegged which were subsequently amalgamated to form larger ones worked by local companies.

Rise and Decline

By 1890 the big goldrushes were over, and it became not so much a matter of finding gold as finding 
an economical way of mining it. Virtually all of the major gold deposits had been discovered by 
this time, and the mining industry was well established at Coromandel, Thames and various other 
centres. At Coromandel there had been important new discoveries on Tokatea Hill in 1868 ad on the 
harbour shore in 1871, while the Kapanga Mine continued to yield considerable quantities of gold. 
Thames, meanwhile, was going through a period of very steady production from its mines, even 
though most of the rich bonanzas had already been worked out. But water became an increasing 
problem as mining went deeper.

The Ohinemuri mines at Waihi, Karangahake and Waitekauri were also experiencing problems, of a 
different kind. Although the quartz reefs contained reasonable gold and silver values, the presence 
of sulphides made it particularly difficult to extract them from the ore by existing methods. In fact 
only about 45 per cent of the gold and hardly any of the silver could be recovered. Various methods 
were experimented with in order to improve the recovery rate, but most were a failure. Then, in 
1889, came the big breakthrough. New Zealand Crown Mines decided to trial the cyanide process 
at Karangahake – the first time in the world the method had been used on a large-scale commercial 
basis. It proved an instant success, enabling about 90 per cent of the gold and 50 per cent of the 
silver to be recovered from various grades of ore, and injected a new lease of life into the Ohinemuri 
mines. Within a few years the process had been adopted by many other companies on the peninsula. 
Since lower grade ore deposits could now be worked profitably, especially those containing a high 
proportion of base metal sulphides, it encouraged further investment of capital not only on the 
major goldfields but also in less significant mining areas like Maratoto, Kuaotunu and Waiomu.

Investment by large English companies had a big impact, particularly on the Ohinemuri goldfields. 
With their considerable financial resources they could afford to outlay vast sums on exploration 
and mine development, expensive machinery, and to experiment with new technology. And they 
were able to persevere during difficult times, which undoubtedly extended the life of many of the 
larger mining operations. All of the successful companies on the Ohinemuri field – the Martha, 
Grand Junction, and Union at Waihi, the Waitekauri, and the Crown, Talisman, and Woodstock at 
Karangahake – had their headquarters in London.

Around the turn of the century, however, many of the mines at Thames and Coromandel were 
struggling to make a profit as their ore reserves dwindled and the cost of pumping operations 
escalated. Although new ore bodies were discovered at Thames in 1904, and in the Hauraki Mine at 
Coromandel a few years later, it only delayed the inevitable. Attention now shifted to the Ohinemuri 
goldfields, where things were booming.
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Once the Waihi Gold Mining Company 
adopted the cyanide process in 1893, 
production rapidly increased, reaching 
its peak in 1909 when almost £1 million 
worth of bullion was extracted from 
the Martha Mine. By 1912 the mine 
had become one of the largest in the 
world, with a reputation as a steady 
producer. In 1896 the company had also 
embarked on the construction of a huge 
battery complex at Waikino which, when 
completed, was the largest facility of its 
type in New Zealand. But the company 
didn’t stop there. In 1910-1912 it built the 
first hydro-electric station on the Waikato 
River, and subsequently converted most 
of its machinery to operate from electric 
power. The resultant saving enabled the 
company to profitably process low-grade 
ore, and significantly increased the life of 
the mine.

At Karangahake, the Talisman was also 
doing well. In the early 1900s it became 
one of the most productive mines on 
the peninsula, reaching its peak in 1914. 
The Golden Cross Mine in the Waitekauri 
Valley was a big producer too, although 
after 1900 it underwent a dramatic 
decline. And the other major mine at 
Waihi – the Grand Junction – had finally met with some success after years of struggle.

By the 1920s the golden years were coming to an end (or, in some places, had already done so). At 
Coromandel the Kapanga Mine had closed down in 1911, and payable ore reserves in the Hauraki 
Mine were virtually exhausted by 1913. At Thames, deep-level mining had practically ceased by 
1914, and only the Sylvia Mine in the Tararu Valley continued to produce much gold. The Crown Mine 
at Karangahake struggled on until 1928, though the Talisman had already depleted its ore reserves 
by then. At Waihi, on the other hand, the Martha Mine was still going strong, and managed to 
maintain a steady output throughout the 1920s. In 1925 the Waihi Gold Mining Company also took 
over working the Grand Junction Mine, giving it access to additional ore reserves. In the Waitekauri 
Valley the Golden Cross Mine survived until 1920, and at Owharoa the Rising Sun (or Golden Dawn) 
Mine continued to be worked, off and on, well into the 1930s. Elsewhere on the peninsula, however, 
very few mines were still operating in the 1920s.

Rising gold prices and the availability of cheap labour led to a minor revival of the mining industry 
during the 1930s, and the formation of a number of small companies. Mining was resumed at 
Karangahake, Komata and Maratoto, and many abandoned mines were re-evaluated at this time. 
The Waiomu area was also beginning to yield significant quantities of gold from its two major mines 
– the Monowai and Zeehan – before disastrous fires in 1933 destroyed the associated batteries and 
forced their closure.
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Left: Chronology of important gold 
discoveries on Coromandel Peninsula, 
and other significant events

None of the new mining operations lasted beyond 1940, and by the late 1940s even the great Martha 
Mine was in trouble. It finally closed down in 1952, having produced to that date a phenomenal 42 
million ounces of bullion. So almost exactly 100 years after the first official discovery of gold at 
Coromandel, the gold mining era had finally come to an end – or had it?

The Last Fling?

Closure of the Martha Mine seemed to be the nail in the coffin for the mining industry on Coromandel 
Peninsula. But it wasn’t dead yet. In the early 1960s exploration companies began to show renewed 
interest in the region’s mineral resources, not only in gold and silver but also in base metal (copper-
lead-zinc) deposits. This led to the reopening of the Tui Mine at Te Aroha in 1967, and the old 
Ohinemuri Gold and Silver Mine at Maratoto in 1968. Just six years later, however, both mines 
closed down again, having produced a further 177,000 ounces of bullion (mostly silver) between 
them.

With dramatic increases in the price of gold in the 1970s (which reached a peak of US$850/ounce 
in January 1980), the search for new gold-silver deposits intensified especially in and around 
former mining areas. Exploration companies covered most parts of the peninsula, yet despite their 
efforts, which included detailed sampling, drilling, and geological surveys no major ore bodies were 

discovered outside the known 
goldfields. However, new ore 
zones were located adjacent to 
the old Monowai, Martha, and 
Golden Cross mine workings, 
resulting in the development 
of modern, large-scale mining 
operations at Waihi (commencing 
in 1988) and at Golden Cross, in 
the Waitekauri Valley (starting 
in 1991). Based on existing ore 
reserves, it is anticipated that 
these two mines will continue 
to operate at least until the year 
2000, and produce in order of 1.5 
million ounces of gold and 4.4 
million ounces of silver, boosting 
the total bullion production from 
the Coromandel goldfields by 
about 12 per cent. But whether 
the bush-clad hills of Coromandel 
Peninsula relinquish any more of 
their hidden treasure remains to 
be seen.
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Waihi
Moore and Ritchie, pp 151 - 163

Martha

In February 1878 John McCombie and Robert Lee located a promising quartz reef on what later 
became known as Martha Hill. Although harassed by local Maori, they managed to excavate a tunnel 
to intersect the reef below its outcrop, and extracted two tons of quartz, which was sent to the 
Smile of Fortune Battery at Owharoa for crushing. Despite encouraging results, McCombie and Lee 
could not raise sufficient capital to continue working the claim, and they temporarily abandoned it 
to try their luck at Te Aroha.

In their absence William Nicholl visited the area and ‘rediscovered’ the reef, which he named the 
Martha after his sister. Prospects looked good, and by 1880 a number of claims were being worked 
on Martha Hill. But some of the syndicates experienced rather indifferent success, and in 1883 most 
of the claims were amalgamated to form the Martha Extended Goldmining Company. During the first 
four years some 30,000 tons of ore were extracted, mainly from a large opencut along the Martha 
Reef. Even though the ore contained high gold values, only about a quarter of the bullion could be 
recovered by existing battery methods, the bulk of it being lost in the tailings. As a result, in 1891 the 
unprofitable Martha Mine was sold to the London-based Waihi Gold Mining Company, which already 
held various claims on the nearby Union-Silverton hills. This company experimented with various 
methods in an attempt to 
improve the recovery rate, 
with little success, until 
it adopted the cyanide 
process. A new cyanide 
plant was erected in 1894, 
and from then on returns 
steadily improved.

By 1894 near-surface ore 
reserves on the Martha 
Reef had been largely 
worked out, and it became 
necessary to sink a series of 
deep shafts. Large pumps 
also had to be installed, to 
cope with the increasing 
inflow of water. Altogether 
six main shafts were put 
down, from which 15 levels 
were ultimately extended, 
the lowest being 570 
metres below the surface. 
As the various levels were 
opened up, several other 
reefs – the Welcome, 
Empire, and Royal – were 
intersected and followed 
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for considerable distances. All of these contained payable ore down to about the No. 8 level, and 
enormous tonnages were extracted from them.

Such was the level of production from the mine that by 1895 the company’s existing mill at Waihi 
could no longer cope with the huge quantities of ore. Consequently, in 1896 the company raised 
additional capital in order to construct a much larger facility (the Victoria Battery) at Waikino, eight 
kilometres west of Waihi. This was linked to the Martha Mine by a narrow guage railway known 
as the rakeline. The Waihi GMC then had three crushing plants at its disposal – the original Waihi 
Battery, with 40 stamps (acquired in 1900) the 90-stamp Union Battery (acquired in 1887); and 
the new Victoria mill. Even so, all of them were soon under pressure to increase their throughput, 
and the Victoria Battery had to be progressively enlarged to 200 head of stamps. By 1903, 330 
stamps were pounding away, and production steadily increased until 1909 – the peak year, when 
over 400,000 tons of ore were processed, for a yield of almost £1 million worth of bullion. In 1912 
the Martha Mine was reported to be ‘the eleventh most productive in the world in terms of bullion 
won, and second in the world in terms of greatness and stability’. By this time, however, the richest 
ore had largely been extracted, and returns gradually declined.

In the early years a number of small mines had been developed in the Union-Gladstone Hill area, 
southeast of Martha Hill, most of which (excluding the Silverton) were taken over by the Waihi 
GMC in 1887. Although none of them produced much gold, a considerable amount of work was 
undertaken, particularly on the Union claim, where five levels were opened out from a 200-metre 
deep shaft. In total, only about £100,000 worth of bullion was produced from these mines between 
1885 and 1902, almost half of which came from the Silverton Mine.

The Waihi Grand Junction was the only other major mine in the area. Its workings adjoined those 
of the Martha Mine, to the east, and exploited part of the same reef system. At first the Grand 
Junction Company (formed in 1890) had difficulty in raising sufficient capital to effectively develop 
the property, as none of the reefs were exposed at the surface and considerable sums had to be 
spent on sinking shafts. The main shaft went down 150 metres before any significant reefs were 
located, although it did encounter a considerable amount of water. However, after installing better 
pumping equipment, it was eventually deepened to 500 metres, and 11 levels opened out from it.

By the time the Grant Junction Company erected its own battery in 1905, and produced its first 
gold, it had expended over £200,000 on mine development and associated facilities. Fortunately, 
payable ore was located on all the reefs, ensuring good returns for the next seven or eight years. In 
1919 the company also took over the Waihi Extended claim, but by 1925 its funds were exhausted. 
An agreement was then reached with the Waihi GMC to work the mine on a profit-sharing basis, 
which kept the Grand Junction Company in business for another decade. All of its holdings were 
finally purchased outright by the Waihi GMC in 1939, by which time the mine had produced over £2 
million worth of bullion.

One unusual mining operation at Waihi involved the use of a suction dredge to recover tailings 
discharged into the Ohinemuri River from the local batteries. River silt raised by the dredge was put 
through a cyanide treatment plant, and between 1903 and 1910 some 35,000 tons of tailings were 
reprocessed for a return of 36,700 ounces of bullion. The face that over one ounce of bullion per 
ton was lost down the river gives a good indication of the inefficiency of the early battery operations 
prior to the introduction of cyanide.

Despite declining ore reserves, the Waihi GMC managed to maintain a steady level of production 
of around 200,000 tons per annum throughout the 1920s and 1930s by increasing the efficiency 
of its operation both underground and at its processing plants. An average of 600 men were 
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employed during this period, and the company paid regular dividends. By the late 1940s, however, 
a combination of factors – rising costs of production, a shortage of skilled labour, low ore grades, 
and the low price of gold (about $35/ounce) – had made it increasingly difficult to continue, and the 
mine was forced to close down in 1952. Total production to this date (including that from the Grand 
Junction Mine after 1939) is estimated at 42.5 million ounces of bullion, a figure unmatched by any 
other gold mine in New Zealand.

In the 1970s a dramatic rise in the price of gold led to renewed interest in the Martha Mine as an 
opencast prospect, and a significant, low-grade ore deposit was subsequently defined primarily by 
diamond drilling. Ore reserves were estimated to be about 10 million tonnes, assaying at around 
3gm/tonne of gold and 24 gm/tonne of silver. Mining began in 1988, and annual production is 
presently in the order of 75,000 ounces of gold and 590,000 ounces of silver, from some 850,000 
tonnes of ore.

The reef system at Martha Hill is the largest and most complex on the peninsula, and consists of 
four main, steeply inclined lodes (Martha, Empire, Welcome and Royal) with numerous branch and 
cross-veins between them. This system has been proven, by underground mining, to extend for at 
least 1.6 kilometres laterally, have a width of about 500 metres, and persist to a depth of more than 
600 metres. Of the four main lodes the Martha is by far the largest, and is up to 30 metres wide in 
places.

The complexity and size of the vein system at Martha Hill has been attributed to the infilling of large, 
open fractures created by movement on two northerly-trending faults situated on either side of the 
ore zone. Faulting probably began at least six to seven million years ago, during a period of rhyolitic 
volcanism in the area.

There were several stages 
of vein formation, with gold 
and silver being deposited 
during the later stages of 
mineralisation. The gold – in 
the form of electrum – occurs 
as very fine ‘free’ grains in the 
quartz, and as tiny inclusions 
in pyrite and other sulphide 
minerals. Silver is mainly in the 
form or argentite, although 

some scales and wire-like growths of native silver were seen in the early days. The average gold to 
silver ratio in the ore is about 1:7.

Three large batteries were constructed at Waihi. The first, consisting of 15 stamps, was erected in 
1882 on the eastern side of Martha Hill. However, because of a miscalculation during construction 
of its water race (resulting in insufficient power to drive all the stamps), the entire plant had to be 
shifted to a new site near the Ohinemuri River. This battery was subsequently taken over by the 
Silverton Company, and enlarged in 1892 – 1893 to accommodate 20 head of stamps and a cyanide 
treatment plant. Four years later it increased its crushing capacity to 40 stamps. In 1900 the Union-
Waihi Company purchased the mill (renaming it the Union) and linked it, by tramway, to the Union 
Mine. It closed down in 1911.
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Union Hill

Prior to 1887 a battery had also been constructed by the Union Company near the foot of Union Hill. 
Upon being taken over by the Waihi Gold Mining Company (in 1887), its facilities were considerably 
expanded to include ore-drying kilns and new crushing mills, although the latter were soon found 
to be less effective than conventional stampers. The crushing capacity was increased to 60 stamps 
in 1891, and a further 30 stamps and a cyanide treatment plant added in 1894, enabling the battery 
to recover about 90 per cent of the gold and 48 per cent of the silver. Between 1891 and 1899 
all of the Waihi GMC’s ore was treated at the Union Hill Battery, until the Victoria mill became 
fully operational. Declining production eventually forced its closure in 1912, although the adjoining 
refinery remained in use throughout the life of the Martha Mine.

The Grand Junction 
Company’s mill was located 
on the northeastern side 
of Martha Hill. Most of 
its machinery originally 
came from the Opitonui 
Battery at Whangapoua, 
although within a few years 
of commencing operations 
(in August 1906) the plant 
was considerably expanded 
and modernised. A large 
powerhouse situated 
nearby generated electricity 
from its steam-powered 
turbines to drive all the 
battery machinery, as well 
as the winding gear at the 
main shaft. In 1913 the 
mill’s crushing capacity 
was increased from 40 to 
60 stamps, raising its throughput to around 100,000 tons per annum. However, after the Grand 
Junction’s holdings were taken over by the Waihi GMC in 1939, the battery was completely 
abandoned. 

Union Hill timeline  

1885 Mining starts on Union Hill

1887 Waihi Gold Mining Company purchased the Union Hill Mines; this was the first move 
towards large-scale mining development in this district.

1888 Construction started at the foot of Union Hill on the dry-crushing Battery, with 30 stamps; 
when completed all the ore from Martha was to be treated here.

1888 Large boarding house for men; two dormitories for men; store and assay rooms; offices; 
blacksmith and carpenter’s shops; stables; large mill house, engine house and house for 
rotary furnace; four drying furnaces, were built.

Waihi looking southeast from martha Hill towards 
Black Hill (centre) and Union Hill (left).
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1889 Experiments were being carried out with cyanide and zinc on gold and silver recovery.

1891 The battery was a great success in that it largely overcame the long-standing problem 
of securing a reasonable proportion of the values in the ore which had stifled the Waihi 
goldfield since its discovery. The battery demonstrated that it could secure a recovery of 
about 65% gold and 45% silver in the ore using the pan amalgamation process – more than 
double of the mills which used wet-crushing.

1891 Most men that worked on Union Hill worked in the battery as the mine wasn’t extensive. 
Most of the production from the battery was from Martha, although some good quality ore 
had been won from the Union reef.

1892 Pelton Wheels were installed to enable all the shafting to be operated by water-power, only 
using the steam engine when water was scarce.

1892 The shaft at the Union Mine was sunk to 130ft where the lode opened out – this lode 
proved to have a higher percentage of gold than that of the Martha reef.

1892 March 21: Thirty more stamps were added to the battery.

1892 May 15: The battery begins to use electricity and is seen as a “great improvement”.

1894 30 more stamps were installed, bring total to 90; larger brick kilns were also installed.

1894 May: The cyanide plant was completed and proved to be successful as up to 90% recovery 
of both gold and silver was made possible.

1895 A new shaft was sunk south of the Union reef and north of the Amaranth reef above the 
‘Old Shaft’.

1897 The Battery was improved by a turbine which replaced the Pelton Wheel.

1897 A new boiler-house constructed; Cyanide vats and vacuum cylinders were re-erected in the 
Mill; A new melting-house was erected.

1899 Reconstruction of the battery was completed.

1899 Various experiments in wet crushing were carried out.

1900 The No.1 Union shaft was sunk to a total depth of 668ft.

1902 Mining stopped on Union Hill.

1902 Waihi’s 90-stamp mill is altered from dry to wet crushing.

1904 Introduction of tube-mills as three were added to the crushing plant; A Babcock and Wilcox 
Boiler was added to the steam power-plant; New slimes filter presses were installed; An 
Acid Treatment plant, for treatment of bullion, was erected.

1909 Two Ferro-concrete agitator vats were erected.

1909 A new (electrolytic) method was installed for separating gold and silver.

1910 Four Ferro-concrete agitator vats were erected, taking total number to six. Still. Also called 
B&M (Brown & McMiken) or Pachuca air agitations cyanide tanks. The only air agitation 
tanks still in existence in NZ.

1912 Battery closed due to the reduced quantity of ore coming from the mines.
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The Victoria Battery

Construction of the Victoria Battery at Waikino began in 1896, and the first 50 stamps were 
commissioned in 1899. Power was initially provided by 200 h.p. turbines, driven by water conveyed 
along major races from the Waitekauri Valley and a masonry dam across the Ohinemuri River near 
Waihi. Over the next four years the battery’s crushing capacity was gradually increased to 200 
stamps, making it the largest facility of its type in New Zealand. Other additions continued to be 
made until 1932, by which time it was capable of processing 800 tons of ore per day. On average 
about 200 men were employed at the mill.

In the early years the Silverton and Union batteries also operated from water power, supplemented 
by steam engines in the dry summer months. Many kilometres of race were constructed in order to 
convey water to the batteries from larger streams in the area. The main race, extending from a dam 
on Walmsley Creek to the Union Battery, was 4.5 km long and capable of carrying 25 sluiceheads of 
water (40 m3/min). As there was no source of coal in the district, steam boilers had to be fired with 
wood cut from the nearby bush and hauled to the batteries along tramways. Prior to the advent 
of cyanide treatment, vast quantities of timber were also required for use in ore-drying kilns. It 
apparently required a ton of firewood to roast a ton of ore, and an estimated 11,000 tons of timber 
were used up in the Union Battery’s 10 drying kilns (each holding 50 tons of ore) in 1891 alone.

Fortunately for the forest, 
during 1910/12 the Waihi GMC 
built New Zealand’s first hydro-
electric station at HoraHora on 
the Waikato River, and conveyed 
the power via transmission lines 
some 80 km to a substation near 
the Victoria Battery. Over the 
next few years almost all of the 
company’s machinery, pumps, 

etc. were converted to electricity, and the resultant savings enabled it to continue mining and 
processing low-grade ore for much longer than would have been possible otherwise.

Despite the demolition of the Victoria Battery complex, and removal of all its machinery, the site still 
has some very significant structural remains. Most prominent are the massive hexagonal concrete 
foundations for the cyanide agitation tanks, and the transformer house – the only building left 
intact. Other features include the concrete footings and masonry walls of the stamper battery, and 
underground ore-roasting kilns. Machinery presently residing on site was obtained from a number 
of different batteries on the peninsula, and will eventually be set up in a proper display.

Nowadays it is difficult to appreciate the enormous scale of the former mining industry at Waihi, 
as in the past 40 years much of the visible evidence (poppet heads, batteries, tramways, etc.) has 
either been removed or destroyed. Nevertheless, the few remaining features are of considerable 
interest, and now constitute some of the region’s most important historic sites. Of these, Waihi’s 
Cornish pumphouse is undoubtedly the most impressive. The series of tall cyanide agitation tanks 
on the Union Battery site, and the Grand Junction refinery building and powerhouse foundations 
are also notable. A number of miners’ cottages can still be seen around the town as well. As most of 
the mining at Waihi was undertaken from deep shafts, and upper levels of the original Martha Mine 
have already been stripped away as a result of the contemporary open-cast mining operation, none 
of the old workings are accessible now.

Victoria Battery panorama, August 1909
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Apart from what where effectively quarrying operations by local Maori (in the 21st century much to 
the dismay of local anti-mining elements quarrying has been legally deemed to be mining) the first 
mining recorded at Thames was for copper. The 1868 Miners’ Guide shows an old drive for copper 
hard by the Bone Mill creek. This drive still seems to be intact just above the high water mark. There 
are anecdotal reports of illicit mining with long boats coming in at night with Maori connivance after 
the first goldfield in New Zealand at Coromandel in 1852. As Coromandel was initially a duffer this 
would have been on the cards with scores of disgruntled prospectors in the Hauraki area.

With the 1849 California rush a wave of rushes that would last for 50-odd years swept the western 
world with men mainly from Europe and North America but often followed up, at least in the Pacific, 
by Chinese. This wave came to rest back in North America in 1900 with Nome. New Zealand rushes 
from 1852 onwards were an integral part of this wave. The system of miner’s rights and claims, 
with local variations, seems to have been common. In Australasia these variations could be quite 
extreme, from the request for the remittance of part of the miner’s right fee when the initial find 
at Coromandel didn’t pan out to the confiscatory charges at Ballarat that provoked the Eureka 
Stockade.

A common problem for colonial state and provincial authorities in Australia and New Zealand was 
the loss of population to the rush. A common solution was the offering of rewards for the opening 
up of a goldfield. Charles Ring did talk the Auckland reward up to £500 but only received a small 
part for his 1852 Coromandel find. After several unofficial gold finds at Thames, Whakautu and 

John Isdale, The Thames Goldfield (2012) 

Provided by Dave Wilton
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Te Nana, two experienced Maori 
prospectors, made the first official 
find on Wirope Hoterene Taipari’s 
land. In June 1867 they won 
some alluvial gold from a terrace 
above the Karaka Creek (behind 
the present day hospital). They 
and Taipari were awarded the 
remainder of the reward. 

By 27 July a deal was thrashed out 
between a few Maori landowners 
and the Crown to open up land for 
mining. It included payment to the 
landowners for each digger. The 
area then known as Kauaeranga 
became the goldfield and later the 
town of Thames. Prominent in the 
deal on the British side were Daniel 
Pollen and James Mackay Jnr [still 
remembered in two of the longest 
streets in Thames.] On 1 August 
the goldfield was proclaimed.

Immediately the PS ‘Enterprise’ 
brought in around 40 prospectors 
to begin the search for a payable 
field, pay the £1 miner’s right, 
and so demonstrate good faith 
with the Maori landowners. A 
planned town (Shortland) at the 
southern end of Thames, where 

the ‘Enterprise’ pulled into what is now the Kauaeranga River [the wharf still remains], and an 
encampment of diggers on the prosaically named Block 27 were quickly established, and the hunt 
was on. For nearly two weeks no payable strike was made, but then, right on the northern edge of 
the land open to mining [Mackay kept on negotiating with other Maori landowners to open up more 
areas], White, Hunt and Clarkson struck the first bonanza at Kuranui. To get another third of an acre, 
‘little Bill’ Cobley was added to the party. As well as Bill’s third, the party was awarded an additional 
2 men’s ground, giving them a total of two acres. Although sometimes called Hunt’s or Hunt and 
White’s, the claim was named the Shotover because Hunt had mined in that successful South Island 
field. Whilst Hunt knew about alluvial gold, the party were not skilled miners and they took some 
time to build up the capital to erect their own very simple battery. As the ore was very rich, even 
with the use of an iron-shod battering ram to knock the quartz off the face they started turning a 
good profit before their personal resources were exhausted. 

Fortunately for the early miners the ores were often uncommonly rich and some was free milling. 
Rather than gold, technically we have electrum, a natural alloy of gold and silver, usually about one 
third silver and often assaying at many ounces to the ton; the initial assay of 228 ounces per ton 
for the Shotover was quite normal for the area. Also normal was surface enrichment, payable ore 
seldom being found below 500 feet.

Moore & Ritchie. Page 54
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Even though Thames proved to be no poor man’s alluvial field, it was was huge for the North Island. 
Mackay kept the field expanding South as far as Omahu and North along the coast. Not all was 
smooth sailing, a dispute among Maori claimants to ownership held up the opening of one block for 
mining, commemorated in the name Whakatete for it, which means Dispute! The field’s Southern 
boundary at Omahu reflected the opposition of the Maori landowners to ceding land for mining.

The urban area quickly shifted closer to the richest areas. Grahamstown was a well laid out township, 
and there were several smaller and/or less formal settlements: Irishtown, Tookey’s Flat, Punga Flat, 
Tararu, and Waiotahi. Block 27 (the first encampment of diggers on the elevated area under Una 
Hill), Parawai, and Shortland continued to expand.

Top estimates of the population of early Thames were as high as 18,000. This huge influx from 
all over the world was a truly polyglot group, though dominated by the British Isles. Local Maori 
involvement centred on the provision of support but did not exclude prospecting and mining. 
There was of course a strong Australian contingent, other non-British nationalities being mostly 
European or North American. Cornish were an important group and English, Irish, and Scots were 
well represented. Armed with a miner’s right the diggers took up their claims in groups drawn 
together by kinship or friendship.

Up the coast was comparatively rich alluvial gold at Hastings in the Waiputukaka Creek, now both 
named Tapu. Thames came to be the hub that supported all the Hauraki fields with foundries and 
other infrastructure. Hauraki covers the area from Moehau to Te Aroha [one of the traditional Maori 
definitions] and Waihi and also includes Great Barrier Island to the North and Te Puke in the South, 
making a field stretching over 130 miles.

From 1867 to 1871, production boomed with more easily found surface enrichments like the first 
bonanza up the Kuranui and plenty of free milling gold in the quartz reefs of the Premier lava flow. 
In the early years actual production was more than reported, people like ‘Manukau’ Jones making 
fortunes from mines with little or no reported production. The mercury amalgamation extraction 
process dominant on the field was at best capable of a 65% recovery rate but around 50% was 
the norm. While production did not collapse when the1871 bonanzas began to fade, the drop in 
production was considerable, with 1872 and 1873 producing less than half of 1871. 

From the 1870’s the influence of companies rather than parties of miners was evident. The Caledonian 
that Auckland speculators brought from Fred Packard and his party is indicative of this. It is hard to 
credit that Packard got an estimated £76,000 but then the mine did clear £500,000 in one year. The 
increase of capital was inevitable considering the two interrelated trends on the field as it matured. 
As the mines got deeper they required more expensive shaft works, and more complex ore was 
turning up at depth and in outer areas beyond the Premier flow such as the Waitangi/Shellback and 
Tararu. Even after companies were formed most mines where small, the Caledonian being around 
three acres, but there were a lot of them. 

1870 saw the beginning of organised mining education with the Mechanics Institute. In 1871 A & 
G Price’s Foundry joined Judd’s Foundry in supplying the heavy machinery and iron work needed 
for mines and batteries. In 1874 Shortland and Grahamstown amalgamated as the Borough of 
Thames.

With the opening of Ohinemuri in 1875 interest moved away from Thames, but production of 
around $120 million that year was still significant. Although the field was in a long slow decline, 
some good strikes bucked the trend. For instance, in 1877 under Robert Comer the Moanataiari 
made a very good find to boost Thames’s production up to $180 million. By 1880 the Moanataiari 
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find had played out and the slow decline set in once more.

The problem of low recovery rates from the rich free gold and the difficulty of working the plentiful 
refractory ores economically were addressed by the creation of Schools of Mines (throughout New 
Zealand) and the application of science and technology. Even before cyaniding was introduced new 
methods such as Professor James Black’s patented permanganate process were being tested in the 
experimental plant of the Thames School of Mines. Latter this school under the redoubtable James 
Park would play a leading part in introducing effective cyaniding and revolutionize gold saving. The 
school had branches at most Hauraki fields to teach miners. The other wise government action was 
buying the rights to the Forrest MacArthur cyanide process from Cassel’s. The plant at the School of 
Mines not only enabled Park and his staff to refine the process but also established it as the training 
establishment for operators. These men would not only run cyanide plants all over New Zealand but 
at least one assisted to set up the first plant in South Africa. 

Strangely, at Thames, unlike Waihi and Waiomu, roasting was not used and mercury amalgamation 
remained the standard processing method throughout. Park’s survey revealed a shocking recovery 
rate of only 50% fromthe of the min batteries. A report by American consultants, before cyaniding 
was available, slated the gold extraction methods, bemoaning the non-application of the chlorination 
process. It got no better when cyaniding did come in, for cyanide plants were not introduced to 
handle complex ores such as those from the Waitangi. At Waiomu and the Sylvia cyaniding was 
adopted to good effect but not at Thames. 

Several of the richest mines and strikes were directly a result of shafts sunk almost speculatively. The 
most productive was undoubtedly the mighty Caledonian, with the famous two ton shot assayed 
at 25,000oz. There was even some effective open casts: the first bonanza up the Kuranui took quite 
a while to exhaust the rich surface material and put in tunnels and a shaft that got to at least 300 
feet.

By the end of the century production was down to $30 million, reprocessing of old tailings often 
providing more gold than new mining. But this was not the end, instead a miracle! The Waiotahi, 
the ‘old men’s home’, provided a final fling. Or was it a miracle? For years it had produced regular, 
incredibly regular, dividends from a suspiciously even production under its manager, James Smith. 
For 30 years it returned about $1.5 million every year, with a ‘customary figure of 200oz per month’. 
Geo Warne was put in in 1904 to get the gold out and this he very effectively did within just three 
years, around $250 million being extracted during that period. For a mine that produced a total of 
about $350 million in over 40 years the take in those three years either indicates the patchy nature 
of the field or the incredible greed of the day: you chose. This gutting of the Waiotahi meant the 
end of gold production at Thames, for without the steady production of this mine it had no “’sheet 
anchor’’ to keep the ship on course as the Victorian age drew to a close.

All was not lost: if Thames couldn’t have productive mining it could certainly still attract investment. 
A hole in the ground to throw money into was proposed in the face of an investment boom by the 
London market in 1889. Finally work was started on a 2000ft shaft to test the theory of James Park 
that at that depth another 500ft deep gold rich zone of mineralization would be found. This shaft 
would also serve to drain the deep levels. As the shaft was resized to a more affordable 1000ft, 
Park could still be right. When no payable gold was found one of the weaknesses of the capitalist 
system came into play. The plan had been to cross cut at the 1000ft level and pick up the reefs at 
that depth. Unfortunately certain interests wanted to go east not north, into rather than parallel 
to the Moanataiari fault, and water was stuck rather than gold. The offending drive was sealed off, 
everything dried out, and then they did the same thing again. As my late father’s commented, ‘Not 
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only were they stubborn but also incredibly stupid’. Dried out again, a crosscut did produce samples 
from under the Saxon that are part of the mineral museum’s collection of pyrites! All this just in 
time for the government to pull the plug in 1914 on the subsidy that made the pumping viable, and 
the water flooded all the deep levels. A very expensive last hurrah to large scale gold mining in the 
Thames Special Area.

Thames boasted quite a network of ground and aerial tramways. These were at times supported by 
governmental funding, as were later works such as the water race and the last Big Pump. Rail was 
used to move ore within mines, but only in one instance, the arguably too late main artery of the 
field, the mile and a third long Moanataiari tunnel, were horses used underground. 

Socially and organisationally Thames was distinct, not having the disruptive large dominant company 
that later plagued Waihi. Honesty was an expected norm, sharp dealing being left to the ‘too many 
pigs at the trough’ speculators. While a mate’s gear was sacrosanct, the odd bit of specimen ore was 
often seen as a miner’s due, though not by management. Social cohesion was encouraged by pubs, 
churches, Freemasons and friendly societies, schools, sporting and other clubs, volunteer military 
units, and in later years the Thames Old Girls and Boys. The comparatively small Maori community 
was disproportionately influential and at first well off financially, as can still be seen in the hospital, 
churches, and schools occupying land gifted by Maori.

Map of Thames township showing 
the location of important historic 
sites.

Numbered features are:
1 Shotover shaft site
2 Kuranui Battery site
3 Moanataiari Tunnel entrance
4 Big Pump site
5 Golden Crown mine workings 

(part of the Hauraki Prospectors 
Assn complex)

6 Golden Crown Battery building 
(part of A&G Price’s)

7 Saxon Shaft and pumphouse
8 Thames-Hauraki pumphouse 

and second Big Pump quadrants
9 Bright Smile shaft site
10 School of Mines
11 Consols shaft site and old 

explosives shed.
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Above: Big Pump and Albion, Thames

Below: Tookey’s Flat, Thames
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